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provides an addition to the new headway this book helps students to express themselves clearly and confidently by training

them in the key areas of pronunciation it has a guide to suitable exercises for speakers of particular languages it focuses on

lexical sets and trains in stress and intonation patterns for functional use a course in english pronunciation to complement

new headway a course in english pronunciation to complement new headway helps students to express themselves

confidently by training them in the key areas of pronunciation this book offers practice of individual sounds with a guide to

suitable exercises for speakers of particular languages it gives training in stress and intonation patterns for functional use this

is a practical and imaginative addition to the new headway it helps students to express themselves clearly and confidently by

training them in the key areas of pronunciation there is practice of individual sounds with a guide to suitable exercises for

speakers of particular languages there is a focus on lexical sets training is given in stress and intonation patterns for accurate

functional use help is provided with the features of connected speech new headway english course takes the successful

headway series into an exciting new era it introduces new features to challenge adult and young adult students and ensure

that learning english is interesting and motivating the course combines the best of traditional methods with more recent

approaches to help students use english both accurately and fluently learners at the upper intermediate level require a

different approach it is no longer appropriate to examine language items in isolation in new headway upper intermediate

grammatical areas are treated in greater depth so that students begin to perceive the systems that underlie the language this

new upper intermediate course provides around 120 hours of language learning it follows on from new headway intermediate

and together with headway elementary headway pre intermediate and headway advanced provides a fully comprehensive

language teaching series key features new universal topics selected from a wide variety of sources including authentic

listening texts in depth treatment of grammar each unit starts with a test your grammar section followed by language in

context where students work out rules through grammar questions the practice bank provides a choice of wide ranging

exercises and the grammar reference gives detailed rules of form and use the grammar of spoken english is examined with

work on areas such as being polite linking and commenting adverbs exaggeration and understatement and lexis in discourse

thorough skills syllabus all four skills are developed systematically and integrated through related tasks well defined lexical

syllabus with work on systems such as collocation binomials homonyms and compounds pronunciation practice is integrated

at appropriate points throughout the units everyday english is practised in the postscript section in addition to the student s

book there is a teacher s book with extra photocopiable activities two class cassettes a workbook and an optional workbook

cassette this level is supplemented by headway upper intermediate video and new headway upper intermediate pronunciation

new headway pre intermediate extends and revises many of the structures covered at elementary level this new edition keeps

to the successful framework of the original but has been transformed by fresh material throughout a more accessible feel and

a completely new design the majority of the reading and listening texts have been replaced with vibrant new material on up to

date topics with a more global outlook than before there is now a higher proportion of speakingactivities maintaining the

balance between communicative and more traditional approaches at this level related areas of grammar are explored and

then practised in discriminatory exercises all of the main tenses are included and their uses are compared and contrasted

where appropriate integrated skillswork continues to be an important feature with skills work becoming more challenging as at
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elementary level an emphasis on thorough practice is retained ranging from the very controlled to freer tasks the vocabulary

syllabus continues to be developed through a variety of approaches to lexical input and integrated pronunciation work a new

starter section at the beginning of each unit has a warm up activity often personalized to lead into the topic and grammar of

the unit a new separate teacher s resource book is available with photocopiable games and activities to supplement the main

course material a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of english pronunciation pronunciation tasks provides

comprehensive coverage of all aspects of english pronunciation such as vowels consonants consonant clusters syllables and

stress sounds and connected speech intonation sounds and grammar and pronouncing written words new headway pre

intermediate extends and revises many of the structures covered at elementary level this new edition keeps to the successful

framework of the original but has been transformed by fresh material throughout a more accessible feel and a completely new

design the majority of the reading and listening texts have been replaced with vibrant new material on up to date topics with a

more global outlook than before there is now a higher proportion of speakingactivities maintaining the balance between

communicative and more traditional approaches at this level related areas of grammar are explored and then practised in

discriminatory exercises all of the main tenses are included and their uses are compared and contrasted where appropriate

integrated skillswork continues to be an important feature with skills work becoming more challenging as at elementary level

an emphasis on thorough practice is retained ranging from the very controlled to freer tasks the vocabulary syllabus continues

to be developed through a variety of approaches to lexical input and integrated pronunciation work a new starter section at

the beginning of each unit has a warm up activity often personalized to lead into the topic and grammar of the unit a new

separate teacher s resource book is available with photocopiable games and activities to supplement the main course

material a new edition with a revised syllabus and completely new material enjoyable pronunciation practice of english sounds

word stress and intonation for beginner level students now in full colour and with updated artwork this revised edition of tree

or three retains its simplicity and straightforward syllabus the emphasis on minimal pairs which made the original edition so

popular makes pronunciation practice light hearted and accessible clear rubrics for exercises with answer key and improved

navigation make the material even more user friendly each unit offers comprehensive practice of sounds with additional work

on stress and intonation the accompanying audio cds give lots of listening and pronunciation practice this pack contains the

second edition of tree or three and a set of 3 audio cds the basic principles and terminology of this important but sometimes

neglected area are explained in this book pronunciation helps teachers to understand and evaluate the materials available to

them and so approach the teaching of pronunciation with more confidence the book includes over 120 classroom projects

which readers can use to develop their pronunciation teaching Учебное пособие представляет собой курс

по формированию и совершенствованию фонетических навыков в рамках занятий по

практике английского языка В пособии рассматриваются особенности произнесения

звуков постановки словесного и фразового ударения а также освоения основных

моделей интонационного оформления высказывания Тренировочные упражнения

помогают овладеть произношением и системой транскрипции Пособие может быть

использовано как на аудиторных занятиях так и для самостоятельной работы

студентов integrated skills syllabus and a clear grammar focus everyday english in every unit music of english feature

for stress and intonation spoken english for informal phrases in speech 12 units tapescripts grammar reference extra material

and phonetic symbols the second edition includes updates and insights on current research and pedagogical practice that

have developed over the last decade this new edition of teaching pronunciation undoubtedly the gold standard for

pronunciation methodology texts has been revised to reflect recent research into the sound system of north american english
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as well as new practices in pronunciation pedagogy audio cds with additional examples are now packaged with the book

pronunciation plays a crucial role in learning english as an international language yet often remains marginalised by educators

due to a lack of required phonetic and phonological knowledge pronunciation for english as an international language bridges

the gap between phonetics phonology and pronunciation and provides the reader with a research based guide on how best to

teach the english language the book follows an easy to follow format which ensures the reader will have a comprehensive

grasp of each given topic by the end of the chapter key ideas explored include articulation of english speech sounds and

basic transcription connected speech processes current issues in english language pronunciation teaching multimedia in

english language pronunciation practice using speech analysis to investigate pronunciation features using the latest research

pronunciation for english as an international language will facilitate effective teaching and learning for any individual involved

in teaching english as a second foreign or international language students learning english often think that native speakers

speak too fast but speed is not the problem it s the linking between sounds sound concepts makes transparent to both

teachers and students what the main problems in pronunciation are and how to solve them students are systematically

introduced to the predictable sources of speech signal distortion and the regular patterns of english stress intonation and

timing which are essential to communicative competence this course comprehensively addresses all aspects of pronunciation

dividing instruction into four main parts sound concepts the communicated content what is said taking into account linked

reduced deleted and altered sounds rhythm music the communicative intent what is meant as conveyed by syllable structure

stress intonation timing and pauses grammar sounds regular verb and noun endings consonant and vowel sounds this is the

student book with audio highlights the choice of a pronunciation model for the 21st century learner has become a major issue

of debate among applied linguists concerned with teaching english the standard pronunciation models received pronunciation

and general american have recently been confronted with a new proposal of a lingua franca core lfc or english as a lingua

franca elf put forward as a didactic priority in teaching english pronunciation to foreigners this volume which includes selected

contributions from the poznań linguistic meetings of 2003 and 2004 does not intend to present yet another model but sets out

to place the teaching and learning of english pronunciation in the context of the 21st century as the needs of english users

are clearly changing fast in the globalizing world the question is to what extent if at all models of pronunciation have been

able to keep up with them and whether they in fact should do so thus key issues in the integration of pronunciation into

english as l2 curricula are explored this book aims to provide a clear description of key aspects of english phonology in order

to help teachers diagnose and prioritize problem areas in pronunciation it also aims to develop an awareness of current

issues and relevant research in the field to inform teachers decisions not only about what to teach but how to teach

pronunciation particularly in eil contexts specifically it aims to enable readers to understand key terms and concepts in

phonology and phonetics become aware of current issues and debates in research and apply these to pronunciation teaching

particularly in eil contexts conduct phonological analysis of learner language including phonemic transcription diagnose and

assess learner s pronunciation difficulties and needs plan a structured pronunciation syllabus the book assumes no prior

knowledge and is a key resource for both newcomers and experienced practitioners in the fields of english language teaching

as well as students of applied linguistics this is the teacher training course for teachers and trainee teachers preparing for the

cambridge esol tkt knowledge about language kal module the tkt course kal module is a comprehensive self study course

with a complete kal practice test and full answer key making it perfect for all candidates preparing for tkt kal on their own or

with the support of a tutor it contains 18 units that cover the four parts of the kal test lexis phonology grammar and discourse

these units introduce readers to the concepts and terms related to the english language that are important for teachers and

for the test intermediate student s book a and student s book b of new headway english course fit neatly between headway
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pre intermediate and upper intermediate and along with headway elementary and advanced provide a comprehensive

language teaching series back cover in view of recent debates on the global spread of english and its international lingua

franca role what pronunciation models are appropriate for millions of efl learners which aspects of english phonetics should

be taught to foreign students and which can be neglected with little loss to successful communication how can english

pronunciation be taught in an interesting and effective way which is both learner and teacher friendly in accordance with the

latest scholarly and technological achievements this research based book addresses these and many other fundamental

issues that are currently at the centre of pronunciation teaching it offers a wealth of new theoretical ideas and practical

solutions to various phonodidactic problems that arise in efl contexts approaching pronunciation instruction from global and

local perspectives and supporting its theoretical claims with extensive empirical evidence it will be of interest to efl teachers

and teacher trainers pronunciation specialists and students of applied linguistics this engaging succinct text is an introduction

to both phonetics and phonology as applied to the teaching of pronunciation to english language learners section 1 selectively

covers the main areas of phonetics and phonology without going into any area in more depth than the average english

language teacher requires or that the average english language teacher trainee can handle section 2 focuses on practical

issues related to learners and how they learn languages and what represents good practice in terms of classroom activities

for pronunciation including aspects such as targets motivation and priorities the chapters end with activities to help the reader

understand concepts section 3 provides innovative sample activities which put into practice the theoretical points covered in

the first two sections answers to the various exercises recommended further reading both print and non print a glossary of

technical phonetic terms and a bibliography of works on pronunciation teaching the text is accompanied by a companion

website with audio recordings of model pronunciations and audio material relating to the activities designed so students can

work through the exercises in class with other students or alone without the aid of the teacher spaces in the book can be

filled in clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for intermediate and advanced

students of english the audio cassettes contain the listening material for all of the listening tasks as well as the clear listening

test clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for intermediate and advanced

students of english the teacher s resource book contains an overview of the book and contains invaluable creative ideas for

presenting the teaching points as well as theoretical background in addition it contains a suggestions for additional activities

and an exercise answers this volume explores the elusive subject of english prosody the stress rhythm and intonation of the

language and its relevance for english language teaching its sharp focus will be especially welcomed by teachers of english

to non native speakers but also by scholars and researchers interested in applied linguistics the book examines key issues in

the development of prosody and delves into the role of intonation in the construction of meaning the contributions tackle

difficult areas of intonation for language learners providing a theoretical analysis of each stumbling block as well as a practical

explanation for teachers and teacher trainers the numerous issues dealt with in the book include stress and rhythm tone units

and information structure intonation and pragmatic meaning tonicity and markedness etc the authors have deployed speech

analysis software to illustrate their examples as well as to encourage readers to carry out their own computerized prosodic

analyses aquest volum intenta oferir als estudiants matriculats en el grau d estudis anglesos un manual de base que els

introduïsca en l estudi de les principals matèries un manual amb materials pràctics de treball i continguts que responen a les

necessitats d una contínua actualització de l ensenyament de llengües estrangeres en una perspectiva empírica i teòrica i

que al mateix temps recull i integra els principals corrents científics dels estudis anglesos tenint en compte les directrius

introduïdes per l espai europeu d educació superior la novetat d aquest manual resideix a oferir a la xarxa i a la disposició de

qualsevol usuari informació relacionada amb el contingut del llibre textos exercicis autocorrectius i activitats un espai que
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convida els usuaris a participar enviant les seves propostes per a publicar les i poder les compartir pronunciation pairs is a

classic listening and pronunciation text that teaches students to recognize and produce all of the speech sounds of north

american english it also covers important features such as word and sentence stress and intonation
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New Headway English Course

1999

provides an addition to the new headway this book helps students to express themselves clearly and confidently by training

them in the key areas of pronunciation it has a guide to suitable exercises for speakers of particular languages it focuses on

lexical sets and trains in stress and intonation patterns for functional use

New Headway Pronunciation Course

1999

a course in english pronunciation to complement new headway

New Headway Pronunciation Course[

2002

a course in english pronunciation to complement new headway

New Headway Pronunciation Course, Intermediate

2005

helps students to express themselves confidently by training them in the key areas of pronunciation this book offers practice

of individual sounds with a guide to suitable exercises for speakers of particular languages it gives training in stress and

intonation patterns for functional use

New Headway Pronunciation Course

1999

this is a practical and imaginative addition to the new headway it helps students to express themselves clearly and confidently

by training them in the key areas of pronunciation there is practice of individual sounds with a guide to suitable exercises for

speakers of particular languages there is a focus on lexical sets training is given in stress and intonation patterns for accurate

functional use help is provided with the features of connected speech

New Headway Pronunciation, Intermediate

2005

new headway english course takes the successful headway series into an exciting new era it introduces new features to

challenge adult and young adult students and ensure that learning english is interesting and motivating the course combines

the best of traditional methods with more recent approaches to help students use english both accurately and fluently learners
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at the upper intermediate level require a different approach it is no longer appropriate to examine language items in isolation

in new headway upper intermediate grammatical areas are treated in greater depth so that students begin to perceive the

systems that underlie the language this new upper intermediate course provides around 120 hours of language learning it

follows on from new headway intermediate and together with headway elementary headway pre intermediate and headway

advanced provides a fully comprehensive language teaching series key features new universal topics selected from a wide

variety of sources including authentic listening texts in depth treatment of grammar each unit starts with a test your grammar

section followed by language in context where students work out rules through grammar questions the practice bank provides

a choice of wide ranging exercises and the grammar reference gives detailed rules of form and use the grammar of spoken

english is examined with work on areas such as being polite linking and commenting adverbs exaggeration and

understatement and lexis in discourse thorough skills syllabus all four skills are developed systematically and integrated

through related tasks well defined lexical syllabus with work on systems such as collocation binomials homonyms and

compounds pronunciation practice is integrated at appropriate points throughout the units everyday english is practised in the

postscript section in addition to the student s book there is a teacher s book with extra photocopiable activities two class

cassettes a workbook and an optional workbook cassette this level is supplemented by headway upper intermediate video

and new headway upper intermediate pronunciation

New Headway Pronunciation Course[

2002

new headway pre intermediate extends and revises many of the structures covered at elementary level this new edition keeps

to the successful framework of the original but has been transformed by fresh material throughout a more accessible feel and

a completely new design the majority of the reading and listening texts have been replaced with vibrant new material on up to

date topics with a more global outlook than before there is now a higher proportion of speakingactivities maintaining the

balance between communicative and more traditional approaches at this level related areas of grammar are explored and

then practised in discriminatory exercises all of the main tenses are included and their uses are compared and contrasted

where appropriate integrated skillswork continues to be an important feature with skills work becoming more challenging as at

elementary level an emphasis on thorough practice is retained ranging from the very controlled to freer tasks the vocabulary

syllabus continues to be developed through a variety of approaches to lexical input and integrated pronunciation work a new

starter section at the beginning of each unit has a warm up activity often personalized to lead into the topic and grammar of

the unit a new separate teacher s resource book is available with photocopiable games and activities to supplement the main

course material

New Headway Pronunciation Course: Intermediate: Student's Practice Book

1999-01-28

a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of english pronunciation pronunciation tasks provides comprehensive coverage of all

aspects of english pronunciation such as vowels consonants consonant clusters syllables and stress sounds and connected

speech intonation sounds and grammar and pronouncing written words
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New Headway English Course. Upper-Intermediate. Pronunciation Book mit CD

2005-04

new headway pre intermediate extends and revises many of the structures covered at elementary level this new edition keeps

to the successful framework of the original but has been transformed by fresh material throughout a more accessible feel and

a completely new design the majority of the reading and listening texts have been replaced with vibrant new material on up to

date topics with a more global outlook than before there is now a higher proportion of speakingactivities maintaining the

balance between communicative and more traditional approaches at this level related areas of grammar are explored and

then practised in discriminatory exercises all of the main tenses are included and their uses are compared and contrasted

where appropriate integrated skillswork continues to be an important feature with skills work becoming more challenging as at

elementary level an emphasis on thorough practice is retained ranging from the very controlled to freer tasks the vocabulary

syllabus continues to be developed through a variety of approaches to lexical input and integrated pronunciation work a new

starter section at the beginning of each unit has a warm up activity often personalized to lead into the topic and grammar of

the unit a new separate teacher s resource book is available with photocopiable games and activities to supplement the main

course material

Headway Elementary. Pronunciation Book.

1990

a new edition with a revised syllabus and completely new material

Headway

2000

enjoyable pronunciation practice of english sounds word stress and intonation for beginner level students now in full colour

and with updated artwork this revised edition of tree or three retains its simplicity and straightforward syllabus the emphasis

on minimal pairs which made the original edition so popular makes pronunciation practice light hearted and accessible clear

rubrics for exercises with answer key and improved navigation make the material even more user friendly each unit offers

comprehensive practice of sounds with additional work on stress and intonation the accompanying audio cds give lots of

listening and pronunciation practice this pack contains the second edition of tree or three and a set of 3 audio cds

New Headway english course upper-intermediate.

2000

the basic principles and terminology of this important but sometimes neglected area are explained in this book pronunciation

helps teachers to understand and evaluate the materials available to them and so approach the teaching of pronunciation

with more confidence the book includes over 120 classroom projects which readers can use to develop their pronunciation

teaching
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New Headway English Course

1996

Учебное пособие представляет собой курс по формированию и совершенствованию

фонетических навыков в рамках занятий по практике английского языка В пособии

рассматриваются особенности произнесения звуков постановки словесного и

фразового ударения а также освоения основных моделей интонационного оформления

высказывания Тренировочные упражнения помогают овладеть произношением и

системой транскрипции Пособие может быть использовано как на аудиторных

занятиях так и для самостоятельной работы студентов

In Tempo an English Pronunciation Course

1993-09-16

integrated skills syllabus and a clear grammar focus everyday english in every unit music of english feature for stress and

intonation spoken english for informal phrases in speech 12 units tapescripts grammar reference extra material and phonetic

symbols

Pronunciation Tasks Student's Book

2000

the second edition includes updates and insights on current research and pedagogical practice that have developed over the

last decade this new edition of teaching pronunciation undoubtedly the gold standard for pronunciation methodology texts has

been revised to reflect recent research into the sound system of north american english as well as new practices in

pronunciation pedagogy audio cds with additional examples are now packaged with the book

New Headway English Course

2000

pronunciation plays a crucial role in learning english as an international language yet often remains marginalised by educators

due to a lack of required phonetic and phonological knowledge pronunciation for english as an international language bridges

the gap between phonetics phonology and pronunciation and provides the reader with a research based guide on how best to

teach the english language the book follows an easy to follow format which ensures the reader will have a comprehensive

grasp of each given topic by the end of the chapter key ideas explored include articulation of english speech sounds and

basic transcription connected speech processes current issues in english language pronunciation teaching multimedia in

english language pronunciation practice using speech analysis to investigate pronunciation features using the latest research

pronunciation for english as an international language will facilitate effective teaching and learning for any individual involved

in teaching english as a second foreign or international language
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New Headway English Course

2006

students learning english often think that native speakers speak too fast but speed is not the problem it s the linking between

sounds sound concepts makes transparent to both teachers and students what the main problems in pronunciation are and

how to solve them students are systematically introduced to the predictable sources of speech signal distortion and the

regular patterns of english stress intonation and timing which are essential to communicative competence this course

comprehensively addresses all aspects of pronunciation dividing instruction into four main parts sound concepts the

communicated content what is said taking into account linked reduced deleted and altered sounds rhythm music the

communicative intent what is meant as conveyed by syllable structure stress intonation timing and pauses grammar sounds

regular verb and noun endings consonant and vowel sounds this is the student book with audio highlights

Sound Concepts

2006-11-10

the choice of a pronunciation model for the 21st century learner has become a major issue of debate among applied linguists

concerned with teaching english the standard pronunciation models received pronunciation and general american have

recently been confronted with a new proposal of a lingua franca core lfc or english as a lingua franca elf put forward as a

didactic priority in teaching english pronunciation to foreigners this volume which includes selected contributions from the

poznań linguistic meetings of 2003 and 2004 does not intend to present yet another model but sets out to place the teaching

and learning of english pronunciation in the context of the 21st century as the needs of english users are clearly changing

fast in the globalizing world the question is to what extent if at all models of pronunciation have been able to keep up with

them and whether they in fact should do so thus key issues in the integration of pronunciation into english as l2 curricula are

explored

Tree or Three? Student's Book and Audio CD

1994

this book aims to provide a clear description of key aspects of english phonology in order to help teachers diagnose and

prioritize problem areas in pronunciation it also aims to develop an awareness of current issues and relevant research in the

field to inform teachers decisions not only about what to teach but how to teach pronunciation particularly in eil contexts

specifically it aims to enable readers to understand key terms and concepts in phonology and phonetics become aware of

current issues and debates in research and apply these to pronunciation teaching particularly in eil contexts conduct

phonological analysis of learner language including phonemic transcription diagnose and assess learner s pronunciation

difficulties and needs plan a structured pronunciation syllabus the book assumes no prior knowledge and is a key resource

for both newcomers and experienced practitioners in the fields of english language teaching as well as students of applied

linguistics
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Pronunciation

2021-09-22

this is the teacher training course for teachers and trainee teachers preparing for the cambridge esol tkt knowledge about

language kal module the tkt course kal module is a comprehensive self study course with a complete kal practice test and full

answer key making it perfect for all candidates preparing for tkt kal on their own or with the support of a tutor it contains 18

units that cover the four parts of the kal test lexis phonology grammar and discourse these units introduce readers to the

concepts and terms related to the english language that are important for teachers and for the test

English pronunciation trainer. Тренировка английского

произношения

2003-10-16

intermediate student s book a and student s book b of new headway english course fit neatly between headway pre

intermediate and upper intermediate and along with headway elementary and advanced provide a comprehensive language

teaching series back cover

New Headway: Advanced: Student's Book

2010-04-16

in view of recent debates on the global spread of english and its international lingua franca role what pronunciation models

are appropriate for millions of efl learners which aspects of english phonetics should be taught to foreign students and which

can be neglected with little loss to successful communication how can english pronunciation be taught in an interesting and

effective way which is both learner and teacher friendly in accordance with the latest scholarly and technological

achievements this research based book addresses these and many other fundamental issues that are currently at the centre

of pronunciation teaching it offers a wealth of new theoretical ideas and practical solutions to various phonodidactic problems

that arise in efl contexts approaching pronunciation instruction from global and local perspectives and supporting its

theoretical claims with extensive empirical evidence it will be of interest to efl teachers and teacher trainers pronunciation

specialists and students of applied linguistics

Teaching Pronunciation Hardback with Audio CDs (2)

2014-09-15

this engaging succinct text is an introduction to both phonetics and phonology as applied to the teaching of pronunciation to

english language learners section 1 selectively covers the main areas of phonetics and phonology without going into any area

in more depth than the average english language teacher requires or that the average english language teacher trainee can

handle section 2 focuses on practical issues related to learners and how they learn languages and what represents good
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practice in terms of classroom activities for pronunciation including aspects such as targets motivation and priorities the

chapters end with activities to help the reader understand concepts section 3 provides innovative sample activities which put

into practice the theoretical points covered in the first two sections answers to the various exercises recommended further

reading both print and non print a glossary of technical phonetic terms and a bibliography of works on pronunciation teaching

the text is accompanied by a companion website with audio recordings of model pronunciations and audio material relating to

the activities

Pronunciation for English as an International Language

2005-05-02

designed so students can work through the exercises in class with other students or alone without the aid of the teacher

spaces in the book can be filled in

Sound Concepts - Student Book w/ Audio Highlights

2008

clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for intermediate and advanced

students of english the audio cassettes contain the listening material for all of the listening tasks as well as the clear listening

test

English Pronunciation Models

2011-03-03

clear speech second edition is a highly successful and innovative pronunciation course for intermediate and advanced

students of english the teacher s resource book contains an overview of the book and contains invaluable creative ideas for

presenting the teaching points as well as theoretical background in addition it contains a suggestions for additional activities

and an exercise answers

English Phonology and Pronunciation Teaching

2012-01-19

this volume explores the elusive subject of english prosody the stress rhythm and intonation of the language and its relevance

for english language teaching its sharp focus will be especially welcomed by teachers of english to non native speakers but

also by scholars and researchers interested in applied linguistics the book examines key issues in the development of

prosody and delves into the role of intonation in the construction of meaning the contributions tackle difficult areas of

intonation for language learners providing a theoretical analysis of each stumbling block as well as a practical explanation for

teachers and teacher trainers the numerous issues dealt with in the book include stress and rhythm tone units and

information structure intonation and pragmatic meaning tonicity and markedness etc the authors have deployed speech
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analysis software to illustrate their examples as well as to encourage readers to carry out their own computerized prosodic

analyses

The TKT Course KAL Module

1996

aquest volum intenta oferir als estudiants matriculats en el grau d estudis anglesos un manual de base que els introduïsca en

l estudi de les principals matèries un manual amb materials pràctics de treball i continguts que responen a les necessitats d

una contínua actualització de l ensenyament de llengües estrangeres en una perspectiva empírica i teòrica i que al mateix

temps recull i integra els principals corrents científics dels estudis anglesos tenint en compte les directrius introduïdes per l

espai europeu d educació superior la novetat d aquest manual resideix a oferir a la xarxa i a la disposició de qualsevol usuari

informació relacionada amb el contingut del llibre textos exercicis autocorrectius i activitats un espai que convida els usuaris

a participar enviant les seves propostes per a publicar les i poder les compartir

New headway

2014-12-05

pronunciation pairs is a classic listening and pronunciation text that teaches students to recognize and produce all of the

speech sounds of north american english it also covers important features such as word and sentence stress and intonation

Pronunciation in EFL Instruction

2014-03-26

Pronunciation and Phonetics

2007-02

Tree Or Three? 2nd Edition/Beginner/lower Intermediate/+ CDs

2001

Understanding English Pronunciation

1992
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Tree or Three? Student's Book.

1993-05-28

Clear Speech Audio Cassettes (2)

2004-01-01

The Pronunciation Of English : A Course Book

1993-08-27

Clear Speech Teacher's resource book

2012-03-08

Pragmatics and Prosody in English Language Teaching

2011-11-28

Working with Words

1990-02-23

Pronunciation Pairs Student's book
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